Dear Esteemed Senators:
These school buildings are public buildings, owned and paid for by public tax dollars. As the public
steward of our children, you have a heightened responsibility to ensure the safety of our children.
The current FCC safety guidelines upon which you depend to reassure parents that the wireless radiation
levels in your schools are safe are sorely insufficient see letter from EPA Air Radiation Dept attached;
they only protect against actual heating up of our children or acute burning of our children. They were
intended to protect against short term exposures of 30 minutes not the long term exposure we now face
with WiFi in the classroom.
Current FCC guidelines do not protect against non-thermal effects and the recent $30 million NIH funded
US National Toxicology Program Study showed Clear Evidence that wireless radiation can damage DNA
and cause cancer non-thermally below our current safety guidelines. These FCC safety guidelines were
developed in 1996 and since then thousands of studies have shown biological effects from very low
power level non-thermal wireless radiation exposures-see hundreds of study abstracts attached.
I would also like to take this opportunity to remind you that these safety guidelines are not safety
standards which are normally developed through a rigorous process that absolutely ensure the safety of
an agent and which are usually carried out by a non-biased government agency. The safety guidelines
we have now are merely a suggestion based on the opinion of three non-government groups who are self
appointed with extensive industry ties ICNIRP, ANSI, IEEE.
In addition, these inadequate FCC guidelines are set by an agency that is clearly a biased, industry
captured agency as explained by the Harvard Ethics Report attached. Please remember that the current
FCC Chairman is a former Verizon attorney and the previous FCC Chairman Tom Wheeler was President
and CEO of CTIA, the wireless lobby group, for 14 years before his term as FCC Chairman. The FCC
has a long track record of protecting industry interests over the public interest and never has that been
more true than in the case of wireless radiation health effects.
Importantly, the FCC does not have a health department or anyone qualified to assess the biological
safety of these wireless devices, routers or frequencies and these are the people and government agency
saying wireless is safe for our children.
Most importantly, NO Wireless device or router is safety tested before being put in our schools; they must
only fall under an exposure guideline of heating. We should be getting informed consent from each and
every parent to thoroughly microwave their children without adequate safety testing. This is actually
required by the Nuremberg Code that requires informed consent before humans are experimented on,
especially in the case where we have Clear Evidence that wireless radiation could cause harm or
death. See Neuromberg code attached.
Lastly, I suggest you contact the insurance carrier for the school districts to see if they insure against
wireless radiation health effects and you will see they do not along with the rest of the insurance industry
who has classified wireless radiation as a High Risk Agent and classified it as a pollutant. Even the
insurance policies for Verizon and ATT own wireless devices classify wireless radiation by all its terms as
a pollutant-see attached.
So simply put you are filling our children's schools with a known insurance industry pollutant. The
wireless industry is polluting and harming our children; for this reason, I ask you to VOTE YES FOR
SB283 AND DO WHATEVER ELSE YOU CAN TO SUPPORT THIS CRITICALLY IMPORTANT BILL.
By using wired, corded connections to the internet in schools you will be preventing the neurological
symptoms, immune system problems, and cancerous health effects of constant wireless RF radiation
exposure.

I also suggest you survey all of your students especially those who are located near wireless transmitters
for short term neurological effects and immune system dysfunction commonly associated with ongoing
wireless RF radiation exposure or Microwave Sickness (headache, sleep difficulty, difficulty concentrating,
nausea, vertigo)-see Webster's dictionary definition attached. Also I suggest you survey them for more
long term effects such as cancer.
Experts with medical and scientific expertise have stated clearly that wireless radiation is not safe and
wired or corded connections to the internet should be used in schools as has the European Parliamentary
Assembly see attached resolution 1815. Wired, corded connections to the internet is a simple solution to
minimize our children's RF radiation exposure as has been put forth by multiple MD's, PhD and experts
as seen in the attached letters and sworn declarations. See recommendation from Pediatric Neurologist
Martha Herbert MD, PhD from Harvard Medical School stating the clear dangers and the easy solution of
wired connections in the classroom-see attached. See other expert declarations attached recommending
wired classrooms which also offer transmission speeds thousands of times faster than wireless. There is
a simple solution to wireless radiation health effects and Microwave Sickness and that is wired, corded
connections to the internet.
As a parent, I ask you to please PASS SB283 and TAKE THESE IMMEDIATE MEASURES to make
your schools safe for our children. Please do not fall for the misrepresentation of the dangers of
wireless radiation being carried out by other school districts who have used AVERAGE
READINGS to achieve the low readings they want when it is the peaks not the valleys that cause
biological disturbance and damage. I ask you Senator to obtain the informed consent of every
parent to microwave their children continuously and begin surveying all of the children for
neurological, immune system and cancerous symptoms associated with wireless radiation health
effects. Most importantly, I ask that you move quickly and decisively toward installing safe wired,
corded connections to the internet as outlined and supported above.
Sincerely yours,
Rola Masri
Researcher
California Brain Tumor Association
Calibta.org

